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In the past decade justifications for representative democracy have received a new lease of 

life, most notably in the works of Urbinati (2008), Saward (2010) and Disch (2010,2011, 

2012). Saward (2010) proposes a radical shift of vision which recognises that representation 

is not only about elections. Instead he offers a descriptive account of the many types of 

representative claim made in contemporary (global) societies. These claims are limited 

neither to territorial states nor to electoral politics, and involve the aesthetic acts of making 

the represented. Lisa Disch develops a constructivist account of representation, contending 

that representation consists in the mobilisation of constituencies which do not pre-exist their 

representation. Urbinati contends that as there is no general will simply waiting to be found, 

and that representation is a necessary component of democracy Any attempt to establish 

government without representation betrays the democratic promise anticipated in the 

assemblies of ancient Mesopotomia. (Keane, 2010)  Representatives do not simply represent 

the already given views of constituents, but exercise judgment and advocacy in an ongoing 

negotiation which constitutes the represented. Although following distinct trajectories each of 

these authors emphasises the centrality of representation to the thinking of politics. In the 

cases of Disch and Urbinati this is allied with a normative defence of representation (far 

stronger in Urbinati’s case, somewhat more tenuous in Disch) and representative democracy. 

These works echo many other interventions concerned to rethink representative democracy in 

light of the perceived failures of electoral interest, and concern that representative democracy 

within the territorial bounds of sovereign states no longer represent (though arguably they 

never have) the interests of citizens.   

 

This article takes issue with this renewed justification and description of representative 

democracy. Drawing on a set of older debates about democracy, property and representation I 

contend, that Urbinati and Disch fail to account for existing forms of inequality, structured 

around property. I argue that democracy is always improper in respect of existing orders of 

representation, property and propriety. Against Disch and Saward, I contend that the so called 

constructivist turn in political representation too quickly forgets (despite their nods in that 

direction) constituted ‘interests’ fetishising the coming in to being of new claims. The 

procedural justification of representative democracy defended most coherently by Urbinati 

seeks to establish a proper form of politics at odds with any account of democratic agency as 

always in excess of its forms of representation. In making these arguments I reframe debates 

concerning the relationship between representation, property and civil society. The first half 

of this article outlines key claims made by the three authors. Through an immanent critique of 

the claims made I argue that this representative turn does little more than provide a more 

sophisticated justification than classical liberalism for existing forms of inequality.  

 

 

THE REPRESENTATIVE TURN 

 

Constructivism 

 

Lisa Disch’s recent work defends the constructivist turn in debates about representative 

democracy. Contrary to what she terms the ‘bedrock norm’ of representation as 
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responsiveness to the demands of those represented (what Mansbridge terms the promissory 

version of representation), Disch emphasises that the represented are constituted through acts 

of representation. The politics of representation then consists in the mobilisation of 

constituencies which do not pre-exist their representation. Disch thus emphasises the 

mobilising potential of representation, as a way of imagining new political subjects, and 

facilitating the formation of identities and groups. She writes: 

 

‘Laclau’s work establishes that ‘political identities cannot be taken for granted as long as they 

are not politically constructed.’ Thus, the bedrock norm posits what must be analysed 

because it has come in to being as an effect of naming and other such acts of representation.’ 

(Disch, 2012, 208)  

 

 Representation is then an activity that produces ontological effects, rather than reflecting 

already existing identity groups or constituencies. Indeed for these constituencies even to 

exist they require access to the field of representation. Disch draws upon Laclau who 

contends that representatives in parliament do not merely transmit the wishes of constituents, 

but elaborates these in new contexts, articulating them to the national interest for example, 

and thus in effect remaking what and who they represent. In this way Laclau suggests 

representation becomes a vehicle for universalisation. (Laclau, 2000, 212.) Laclau’s account 

is somewhat more complex than an initial reading might suggest. There is no simple 

transmission of wishes, in part because the meaning of representations is not fixed – they are 

always caught up in a battle of interpretations. Moreover, even were it possible to fix the will 

of constituents into a straightforwardly verifiable set of demands, these would still have to be 

re-presented, by the representative, to others, in a manner that they will find convincing. This 

entails situating it within other discourses, national and global beyond local politics. But it is 

not only the particular demands which are recast in the language of the universal. The 

universal itself has to be rearticulated in order to represent an array of particular demands. 

One cannot - on this account - abstract from the process of representation to determine 

whether or not the representative has accurately represented the interests of those represented. 

Disch draws on empirical work to demonstrate that the framing of constituencies, as well as 

the development of political arguments between political elites, is central to the construction 

of preferences. She writes:  

 

‘In short empirical research reveals political representation to be constitutive: legislators do 

not simply respond to constituent preferences but are ‘active…in searching out and 

sometimes creating them’ (quoting Mansbridge, 2003) (Disch, 2011, 100) 

 

Disch tends to over emphasise the constitution of the interests of the represented, but does 

acknowledge that this is a two way process between representatives and the represented. 

Those represented in parliament may  make their own representative claims to which 

representatives can choose to respond. Representation is an ongoing process of negotiation,  

never finally concluded.  

 

Disch’s challenges three key arguments often made in defence of representative democracy. 

First, for Disch deliberative democrats cannot ‘face up to the empirical reality of the 

ideological as a rhetorical process of representation’, which entails that independence from 

partisanship in politics is not possible. (Disch, 2011, 105) She thus contests the ideal 

underpinning deliberative democracy, which presumes that it is still possible to distinguish 

rationally arrived at agreement from manipulation. In line with Laclau (2005) and Urbinati 

(2006), (but opposed to for example Badiou), Disch contends that democratic politics is a 
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field of contingent opinion formation. From this point of view the rationalist ideal (in 

whatever form it takes) is linked to an aristocratic account of knowledge in politics, which 

democrats must reject.  

Second, Disch forcibly challenges the bedrock norm of representative democracy. This 

assumes that the role of the representative is to communicate in undistorted form the claims 

of those represented. The represented are constituted and constructed. Even if elected to 

represent a particular constituency the representative takes these demands into another 

context where they have to be re-presented, reiterated, and reformulated. Moreover, the 

representative will only ever present a partial view of those she claims to represent, and will 

select from a range of possible views what it is that should be represented. 

 

This challenges the normative justification for democracy. Democratic theory assumes that it 

is the people who govern, even if this requires that a selected few carry out this mandate. This 

norm allows for governments to be judged insofar as they represent the needs of their 

constituents. If, however, the people are constructed through complex processes of 

representation, if imaginative identification with political ideals makes rational assessment of 

political commitments almost impossible, and if the universal is an empty place open to 

hegemonic articulation, then the democratic ideal itself is open to hegemonic struggle. Disch 

proposes an alternative norm: the representative process may ‘be judged more or less 

democratic insofar as it does more or less to mobilise both express and implicit objections 

from the represented.’ (Disch, 2011, 111)  This weak criterion extends reflexivity to all 

aspects of civil society, encourages contestation, dissent and the recognition that there is no 

one sovereign voice. However, we will see below that this open Disch to two charges: first, 

she introduces an unjustifiable normative ideal into her argument itself not subject to 

representation; and second she is forced to take account of what might be deemed justifiable 

objections from the represented.  

 

 

Representation as the Making of Claims 

 

If Disch problematizes the ‘bedrock norm of representation’ she does so by in part building 

on the work of Michael Saward. Saward’s recent work presents a fundamental break with the 

bedrock norm of representation and from his own account of politics in his 1998 text The 

Terms of Democracy. There Saward argued that if the so called boundary problem ‘is largely, 

though not solely, a symptom of a lack of democracy in existing units then we can say that 

often it will be most effectively addressed by exploring how democracy might be instituted or 

deepened in these territories.’ (Saward 1998, 128) There he assumed that the boundaries of 

political units are contested when there is a lack of representation within a unit, rather than 

when the representation of the limits of the territorial limit is itself at stake. His 2011 text The 

Representative Claim demands a radical rethinking of representation.   

 

Saward too contends that the interests of the represented are neither transparent nor given in 

advance, and he focuses on the constitution of interests through what he terms the aesthetic 

making of the represented. He recognises that constituencies may be read in different ways, 

and that framing shapes how a constituency perceives itself. I focus on Saward’s extension of 

representation beyond electoral and nation state politics, and his theorisation of the 

representative claim. 

 

Saward contends that representative claims are ubiquitous, limited neither to electoral 

decision moments nor to territorially defined units. These claims are dynamic rather than 
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static and aesthetic, cultural and political forms of representation overlap in the most 

representative claims. Saward also claims that his own account is descriptive rather than 

normative. He describes the varied forms that representation takes, rather than prescribing or 

reconstructing a normative model of representation. (Saward, 2013, 124) Echoing 

Wittgenstein he maintains that this shift of vision allows the consideration of representative 

claims in contexts which range from the local to the global. The ‘unforeclosable play of 

politics’ means that claims will always be made, that they might not always be recognised, 

and that they will cut across borders, species, issues, and subjects. Saward breaks with the 

borders which on the conventional view delimit politics. Many groups (including for example 

NGOs, businesses, protest movements, individuals, formal and informal institutions) make 

claims to represent the interests of a constituency or indeed of constituencies, and they may 

claim to represent species which cannot represent themselves. Any evaluation of 

representative democracy should take account of the full range of representative possibilities, 

and recognise that representative claims are partial, are forms of ‘usurpatory ventriloquism’ 

the legitimacy of which transgresses the territorial demos.  

 

It is however Saward’s account of the representative claim which is most radical. The 

traditional view of representation assumes a subject who represents a pre-existing object. 

This subject-object view of representative democracy takes for granted the neutrality of the 

language within which the representation of interests is formed. It assumes that language 

plays no role in shaping either the constituents, or indeed their interests. For both Saward and 

Disch representation is a performative claim, which shapes the represented object. Saward 

writes: 

 

‘…would be political representatives in this process of portrayal or representation of 

constituencies, make claims about themselves and their constituents and the links between the 

two…’ (Saward 2004, 302) 

 

Unlike facts these claims are inherently contestable (Saward, 2004, 302) and the 

representative claim is more complex than the simple transmission of interest. Saward 

distinguishes the maker of the representation, from the subject of the representation. These 

two may sometimes coincide, but not always. The claim maker proposes a subject standing 

for a particular object, which Saward distinguishes from the referent, to a particular audience. 

This model of claim making allows that any number of makers, subjects, audiences and 

objects may be constituted by a claim. In insisting that the object of a claim is not equivalent 

to its referent, Saward allows that different claim makers present competing object versions 

of the referent. Audiences may not recognise the claims made, and may dispute the veracity 

of the claim on the basis that it is an inadequate account of the referent. While claims have to 

resonate with audiences, and thus tap in to familiar contextual frameworks, they must also 

create something new. This is a process of creative iteration in which the familiar is rendered 

anew, and one might say, askew. Representative claims cannot be foreclosed, and are always 

open to possible contestation from audiences, or indeed against other claims. One might ask 

what the status of the referent is in all of this. Is the referent simply what is the case, and if so 

does this not place possible limits on claim making, possible limits on the construction of the 

object of representation for audiences? 

 

Saward distinguishes the object effects of claim making which are not extra linguistic, from 

the referent:  
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‘[the referent] expresses the sheer materiality of people and things, versus the constructions 

of meaning that different actors, perspectives and claims may place upon them. Little is 

gained by denying the real and the material – a constructivist approach aims to reveal 

processes whereby specific meanings or constructions are naturalised or normalised, rather 

than questioning the real and material entities out of which meanings are built…There is of 

course a problem of non-neutral ways of expressing a material referent…so that the 

distinction between object and referent may be blurred. …I have not posited the idea of a 

referent as a part of a way to assess the plausibility of a given representative claim – so the 

fact that it would be no use in this respect is in a way beside the point. The real world 

assessment of representative claims concerns among other things whether a claim’s 

constituency finds it plausible and acceptable. Part of its plausibility to that constituency may 

lie in accepting as real the referent that the claim appears to refer to, whatever object effect 

the claim may prompt (for example, the brave, oppressed people here who deserve so much 

better). In this context, it may be the case that extending the analysis in TRC to include 

‘referent’ effects may be helpful.’ (Saward, 2012, p. 126)  

 

Note the uncertainty in Saward’s account. On the one hand he presumes the existence of the 

referent, of material reality. However, this debate about the existence of the material work is 

‘unnecessary’, and because the referent was not posited as a way to judge representative 

claims the problem of its existence or not should not concern us. Despite all of this he then 

insists that a claim may be deemed plausible because it has purchase on the perception that an 

audience may have of the referent, what he terms referent effects. The temptation here is to 

simply accept Saward’s response that the reality or otherwise of the referent is not central to 

his own claims. However the linguistic gymnastics he deploys suggest otherwise. Saward is 

caught between two equally unpalatable alternatives: either the referent is indeed real and 

material and must thus have determining and limiting effects on the types of claim that one 

might make about it, or the referent is itself just another effect of the claims made, in which 

case it is unclear why he needs to maintain the distinction between object and referent effects 

at all. In the first case representation does refer to a material reality about which claims are 

made, and which are not simply constituted in the fabric of claim making. In the second case 

he runs the risk of a linguistic idealism which gives no way to distinguish between claims 

other than audience recognition.  

 

I return to this argument in what follows, but for the present let me note the extraordinary 

power of Saward’s argument. In effect what he allows is for the rethinking of representative 

democracy on terms which recognise the range of claim making that takes place in what John 

Keane terms monitory democracies. (Keane, 2009, 713) As his own taxonomy of 

representative claims indicate this is a rich vein for theoretical exploration. His focus on the 

aesthetic and cultural aspects of representation opens studies of representative democracy to 

an exploration of the performative, both in the sense developed by Austin, and in relation to 

the dramatic arts. Let me turn to a third aspect of these developments in representative 

theories of democracy, exemplified by the work of Urbinati. This concerns the normative 

justification for representative democracy. 

 

A normative justification for Representative Democracy 

 

Thus far we have representative democracy problematized in two respects: first, critics argue 

that representation is constitutive of those who are represented, rather than a mirror of pre-

existing interests. Second, the concept of representation has been extended so that it now 
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includes political claims irreducible to those characteristic of electoral democracy. Here I 

focus on Urbinati’s normative justification for representative democracy.   

 

Urbinati notes that representation is often characterised as a second rate form of democracy. 

While it presumes the political equality of those with the franchise, and the responsiveness of 

those who are elected, it is often viewed as a quasi-democratic regime, which in 

Schumpeter’s terms allows for the periodic election of a political elite. On this account 

representative elections are distortions of the popular will, allowing for a small minority to 

dominate the political agenda in favour of a partial will. (Indeed this is how representative 

democracy originated). This account has been criticised for failing to recognise that 

representation is not the secondary effect of a pre-existing will but is constitutive of that will, 

and that representative institutions rather than blocking democratic expression are necessary 

to its expression. She thus defends what she terms a diarchy of will and judgement, 

contending that the fusion of the two in for example populist versions of politics, is in fact the 

end of democracy, not its final realisation. Urbinati thus defends representative democracy, 

and representation, against Marxist, populist and indeed liberal critics. She writes:  

 

‘I argue, first, that representative democracy is neither an oxymoron nor merely a pragmatic 

alternative for something we modern citizens can no longer have, namely direct democracy; 

second that it is intrinsically and necessarily intertwined with participation and informal 

expression of popular will.’ (10)  

 

 

There are three key moments to this normative defence of representation: first an analysis of 

the virtues of indirectness in politics; second, the development of the concept of advocacy as 

elemental to representation, and last the justification of these principles in terms of a 

normative principle of political equality. I address each in turn.  

 

Direct democracy is often contrasted with indirect democracy, as the pure form for the 

reciprocal exercise of political liberty and equality. Urbinati arguess that even classical 

Athenian institutions required forms of representation for the determination of a popular will. 

More to the point the determination of any such will could not take place were there not 

forms of representation which allowed for the free communication so crucial to democratic 

politics. This touches on what Urbinati terms indirectness in democratic politics. Indirectness 

should not be viewed as an unfortunate expedient which weakens democracy. Indirectness 

has normative force insofar as it improves the very possibility of democracy. Representation 

allows members of a political community to be shielded from rhetorical speech, and the 

‘harassment of words and passions’ which characterised the Athenian assembly, and which 

Plato used as the basis of his critique of democracy. Representative democracy takes 

seriously the claim that in a democracy consent is provisional, that there is a plurality of 

opinions which cannot be resolved into one final rational will, and that there is no final 

arbiter – reason, epistemic certainty, truth – to determine the validity of a decision. The 

expression of a democratic will requires forms of mediation including free communication 

and argument. This lack of simultaneity in the expression of a democratic will allows for time 

in the consideration of different opinions, and for deliberation in a wide variety of spaces. As 

Urbinati writes:  

 

‘Representation allows citizens to shield themselves from speech. It gives them the chance to 

reflect by themselves, to step back from factual immediacy and to defer their judgment. 

Representation creates distance between the moments of speech and decision and, in this 
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sense, enables a critical scrutiny while shielding the citizens from the harassment of words 

and passions that politics engenders.’ (Urbinati, 2000, p.768) 

 

Urbinati, second, defends representation as a form of advocacy. Parliamentary representatives 

do not merely express the unmediated will of those who elected them. Rather they advocate 

for particular sectors in the defence of the principle of democratic equality, ‘interpreting the 

public.’ In a similar vein Urbinati imagines citizens as advocates who, like the standing 

participants in Athens, are at liberty to listen, to consider and if need be reject the views of 

representatives. Advocacy instantiates the agonistic play of deliberation and debate through 

which a provisional general interest is forged. Advocacy and deliberation go hand in hand 

then. This allows for a move away from ontological notions of sovereignty to a focus on 

representative sovereignty as an ‘inherently plural unifying process.’ (Urbinati, 134) Contrary 

to the implicit rationalism which informs most accounts of deliberative democracy Urbinati 

sees the forging of consensus in agonistic battle as central to a democratic project. Urbinati 

contends that all knowledge about politics is fallible, and that the political equality of all 

requires the institutionalisation of this fallibilism in the construction of political institutions. 

In particular Urbinati draws on Mill to defend proportional representation as the best electoral 

system to shed light on the executive, and encourage the expression of every opinion, even 

those of minorities.  

 

For Urbinati, third, representation is both a morally distinct, and necessary element of any 

democracy – without it there would be exclusion. The moral case is that representative 

democracy allows for public exposure of political judgment. Representation activates the 

sovereign people, ‘projecting them in to a future oriented perspective’ and has the ‘power of 

keeping the sovereign in perpetual motion…’ (3) ‘Representation is a comprehensive 

filtering, refining and mediating process of political will formation and expression’ (4) which 

allows for active participation of all. More recently Urbinati and Saffon justify a procedural 

account of representative democracy for similar reasons to those outlined above. Against 

epistemic accounts proceduralism allows that democratic decisions are more akin to opinion 

formation, than knowledge; unlike deliberative accounts proceduralism does not presuppose a 

orienting ideal, other than that of equal liberty for all; it admits of a process of constant 

emendation and protects minorities who may later become the majority. However, the authors 

also insist that procedural rules in a democratic society are meaningless if trivial. I argue 

below that in fact is what most liberal democracies have become – trivial – and insist that 

taking this criterion seriously requires a rethinking of the proceduralist framing of their work. 

(Saffon and Urbinati, 2013, 462) 

 

What then is distinct about the contemporary representative turn? What does it add to debates 

within democratic theory? Urbinati’s defence of the normative value of representation is in 

many respects a reformulation of debates about democratic representation in the late 18
th

 

century. Paine for example had presented both principled and practical reasons for the 

necessity of representative democracy. His formulation of this need rearticulates earlier 

debates in medieval Europe about the representation of the interests of the monarchs, 

landowners and citizens, beginning as John Keane, notes with the reforms of Alfonso the IX 

in Northern Spain in 1220. In order to wage war against Islamic raids Alfonso was forced to 

negotiate with bishops, nobles and ‘good men.’ The parliaments and civic associations 

spawned by these initial changes were Keane argues neither liberal nor democratic, but they 

recognised what for Urbinati are key elements of her own justification of democracy: that 

society is divided, rather than unified; that government must respond to these competing 

demands; and that parliaments are only one cog of the representative machinery [which 
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included]…assemblies, judiciaries, councils, petitions, covenants’ and other state and non-

state actors. What Keane terms an ‘archipelagos of networked cooperation across spaces’ 

gradually emerged with the growth of city states and markets in consumer goods. If Keane’s 

historical reconstruction of the emergence of representative politics shows that representative 

claims were not always democratic claims, this demonstrates what is distinct about Urbinati’s 

contribution. She argues that representation is a necessary feature of democracy, and that as a 

consequence it should not be tarred with its historical association with interest groups, 

demanding representation for instrumental ends. Her contribution is distinct moreover in 

noting the peculiar virtues of indirect forms of politics, against a more traditional concern 

with direct and immediate, but often ill considered, decision making processes.  

 

If Urbinati forces a reconsideration of widespread suspicion of representative institutions 

Saward challenges us to rethink representation beyond its traditional institutional settings. His 

account claims to be descriptive – we will challenge this limitation in what follows - but his 

insistence that representative claims are neither merely electoral, nor limited by territorial 

space, is in keeping with the various attempts to rethink democracy in light of global 

challenges to both the ability and sovereignty of nation states. Representative claims may 

erupt anywhere, at any time, perhaps unexpectedly. They may call unexpected audiences in to 

being, or simply fall on deaf ears.   

 

This last claim – that audiences are called in to being, and that interests cannot be objectively 

determined with reference to a pre-existing referent - is the point at which Saward’s argument 

overlaps with that of Disch. For both representation always entails a moment of aesthetic 

making. This does entail that one of the standard justifications for democracy, that those who 

govern do so on behalf of those who are governed, can no longer hold. At very least this 

standard claim would have to be revisited. Both authors describe their work as part of the so 

called constructivist turn. 

 

I now interrogate the key elements of this ‘constructivist turn.’ I begin with the standard 

critique of representative democracy, first developed by Marx in his critique of Hegel’s 

Philosophy of Right. Developing this critique I consider the forms of exclusivity and 

exclusion characteristic of representative democracies and the extent to which the 

constructivist turn may be said to address these. This will lead me to question the normative 

justification for representative democracy advanced by both Urbinati and Disch, while 

recognising the important divergences between their accounts.  

 

 

2. Marx’s Critique of Representative Demcoracy 

 

 “The perfected political state is by its nature the species-life of man in opposition to his 

material life. [...] Where the political state has attained its full degree of development man 

leads a double life, [...] not only in his mind, in his consciousness, but in reality. He lives 

in the political community, where he regards himself as a communal being, and in civil 

society, where he is active as a private individual, regards other men as means, debases 

himself to a means and becomes a plaything of alien powers. (OJQ, p. 220).” 

 

Marx developed his most sustained critique of representative democracy in a series of texts 

published in 1843 and 1844, responding to Hegel’s Philosophy of Right and to Bauer’s 

critique of the so called ‘Jewish Question.’ For Marx political representation in parliament is 

limited by the dominant form of civil society, where the logic of the market demands that 
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individuals act as self-regarding instrumental actors. The existence of the representative state 

thus instantiates the separation between private and public life. The division between political 

community and the community of economic interest leaves supposedly equal political 

subjects, subject to the whims of market forces and society. Liberalism on this account is a 

form of abstract political universality which ignores the empirical reality of the market and 

egoism. The heterogeneous rationality of the market gives the lie to political equality. For 

Marx, by contrast, true universality would transcend the individual defined in terms of self-

interest, but also any system of political representation as conventionally understood. We 

should be careful here. It is not that Marx thinks a la Rousseau that the unmediated 

representation of the General Will is possible. Rather, representatives would merely be 

implementing the views of those they represent. They would in other words be mere 

functionaries, acting a little like a shoe mender, who repairs your shoes, but does not amend 

their size while doing so. In representative democracies the citizen is treated as if she were a 

sovereign in the political realm, but her contingent existence constantly betrays this 

universality.  

 

Marx’s critique unites a set of distinct critiques of representative democracy, which in the 

subsequent literature have been separated out. First, there is the straightforward claim that 

political equality is a form of ideological misrepresentation. In their daily lives most people 

live extremely unequal lives, an inequality which is untouched by their abstract equality in 

the political sphere. This is related to a second point. Representative democracy expresses the 

truth of an unequal society. Representation is required because lack of autonomy in the civic 

realm means that most individuals are not able to exercise properly political freedom. But 

third, this truth expresses a promise which liberal representative societies constantly betray. 

The promise is in fact true, namely that all are equal, that inequality is contingent, but this is a 

meaningless equality. Fourth, because Marx thinks that in a fully rational society 

representation would me merely functional to achieving the ends of socialised individuals, 

the existence of representative institutions, as well as theories justifying representation, is 

itself a marker of inequality. And last, for Marx the state which represents abstract equality, 

in practice acts in the interests of dominant economic interests. In subsequent texts Marx will 

clearly identify these with propertied interests, the bourgeoisie who exercise control and 

ownership over the means of production.  Particular interests prevail over the common 

interest and, as Gramsci would later argue, political and cultural institutions sustain these 

interests. We might recall here Marx’s critique of the state’s extension of the franchise to all 

in ‘On the Jewish Question’: 

 

‘…the political annulment of private property not only fails to abolish private property but 

even presupposes it. The state abolishes, in its own way, distinctions of birth, social rank, 

education, occupation, when it declares that birth, social rank, education, occupation, are non-

political distinctions, when it proclaims, without regard to these distinction, that every 

member of the nation is an equal participant in national sovereignty, when it treats all 

elements of the real life of the nation from the standpoint of the state. Nevertheless, the state 

allows private property, education, occupation, to act in their way – i.e., as private property, 

as education, as occupation, and to exert the influence of their special nature. Far from 

abolishing these real distinctions, the state only exists on the presupposition of their 

existence; it feels itself to be a political state and asserts its universality only in opposition to 

these elements of its being.’ (Marx, 1846, accessed on 10/03/2014 at17.45 at website 

http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1844/jewish-question/ )  

 

 

http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1844/jewish-question/
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Marx’s point, echoed in many Marxist tracts since, is that political emancipation is 

meaningless if limited to a formal set of rights which have little impact on how one leads 

one’s life. Representative democracies then determine who counts as a citizen by allowing 

exclusive forms of inclusion in civil society. This works by determining in advance those 

issues which are political, and the exclusion of other issues from political debate. The 

representation of the democratic state as an imaginary with which all can identify - even as 

that imaginary sustains only formal equalities – presupposes radical inequality in life 

outcomes.  

 

The contemporary representative turn outflanks many of these related criticisms. Unlike 

Marx these theorists do not envision a reconciled society in which the interests of all 

coincide. Rather, the insistence that it is possible to imagine a reconciled society might itself 

be regarded as a violation of equality. Moreover, despite recognising that the defence of 

representation may just be viewed as the latest ideological justification for private interest, 

Urbinati insists that without representative politics democratic equality would be violated. As 

a consequence, unlike Marx, these theorists would all acknowledge that the outcome of 

democratic deliberation is inevitably partisan politics, and that this element of partisanship is 

essential in a plural and democratic society.  

 

However, I want to turn to the first three aspects of this objection, and relate them to two 

characteristic forms of inequality in what follows: exclusive inclusion and inclusive 

exclusion. Formal political equality exists in many democratic societies, but it is hard to 

escape Marx’s judgment that this formal equality is for the most part abstract when the 

contingent lives of individuals are compared. Moreover, the distribution of property, and the 

ability to wield power through control over property, is manifestly contrary to any notion of 

equality one might defend. While it is the case that representative claims may be made both 

within nation states, and across the borders of states, the claims of dominant economic 

interests tend to prevail, despite the insistence of post-Marxist and post-liberal theorists on an 

essential pluralism, as well as their defence of liberal institutions. To put this point bluntly it 

seems to me that a reformulated version of Marx’s critique of manifest inequality still holds, 

and that the representative turn may, in the words of Urbinati and Warren be viewed as ‘…an 

ideological refurbishment functional to the new legitimation strategies of political elites. 

Indeed, almost without exception it remains the case that only an elected political elite has 

both deliberative and decision making power, unlike the citizens whose formal freedom to 

discuss and criticise proposals and policies does not ensure that their opinions will affect 

legislation and policy making.’ (Urbinati and Warren, 2008, 407) While the authors do not 

dismiss this concern, they nonetheless suggest that as with the earlier revolutions which 

resulted in representative democracy the new forms of representation are necessary to 

democratic will formation, and may exceed the limitations of this political landscape. In what 

follows I will make a stronger case I argue that the constructivist turn in representative theory 

fails adequately to account for the relationship between economic inequality and political 

power despite attempts to do so. Second, the failure of these theorists to systematically 

address economic inequalities leaves them open to Marx’s charge that this is a form of 

ideological refurbishment. In particular I wish to focus on the politics of property. Classical 

theorists of representative democracy all considered property rights as intrinsic to both the 

justification for, and the critique of representative institutions. In all cases they knew that the 

institution of private property required justification, precisely because they saw the 

inequalities to which it gave rise. In this respect the late works of John Stuart Mill are as 

pertinent as those of Marx. Contemporary theorists of representative democracy do not even 

attempt to think through the relation between property and representation, and while they 
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seek to maintain an agonistic public sphere at the centre of democratic contestation they do 

not address what I will argue are constituent interests. This link between property, 

representation and civil society has been forgotten. In the argument that follows my 

inspiration is John Stuart Mill, rather than Karl Marx. 

 

THE LIMITS OF THE REPRESENTATIVE TURN 

 

Representation within a political community is skewed in part by the terms on which time 

and space, wealth and property are structured and maintained. This much is recognised by all 

of these theorists.  It was ever thus. The claims of representative democracies to represent are 

undermined by contemporary regimes of property in three fundamentally different respects: 

first the extension of property laws beyond the remit of nation states; second, the articulation 

of ever new realms, for example genetic information, as private assets; and last the 

consequent shelling out of the public-private distinction. Signatories to the WTO for example 

must remove ‘restrictive’ barriers to trade, to services (including banking, insurance, 

transport , communications and health) and to intellectual property (trademarks, industrial 

designs, genetic resources; medicines and the like.) The reframing of much of what was once 

deemed the public life-world as a private asset from which value may be derived radically 

forecloses democratic representation within national boundaries.  

 

I use exclusive inclusion as a generic term to describe the differential terms of inclusion 

within political community, including the structured relation between political and economic 

power. This generic term describes many different practices and histories of exclusion, but 

for the purposes of this article I want to focus on property. The familiar objection of Marxist 

critics is that representative democracy allows only formal freedom, but that unequal access 

to property in effect renders this abstract freedom meaningless. Marx however linked this 

critique of property to a philosophy of history, which in effect suggested that capitalism was 

the last social formation before the means of production would be socialised, resulting 

ultimately in the realisation of freedom and equality for all in properly communistic society. 

Marx, to put it bluntly, deems all ‘earlier’ social formations improper, but holds out the 

possibility of a proper society, a society in which the antagonisms generated by unequal 

access to and control over the means for producing and reproducing lives are overcome.  

 

The ontology underlying this, as well as the philosophy of history associated with that 

ontology, have been systematically deconstructed. I do not propose to repeat these criticisms 

here, other than to note that I endorse Laclau and Mouffe’s argument that there is no positive 

ontology which can deliver a principle for society. This means, as the various theorists of 

representation hold, that there is no final or accurate representation of what society is. On this 

account representation is a claim, and this claim is performative. To recall John Austin, 

representation establishes something as the case in the very statement that it is the case. 

Representation is thus generative rather than merely reflective, and there is no final and 

proper fit between what is represented and the representative.  

 

However, we also know that the established terms of representation privilege those who 

exercise control over the mean for reproducing lives, a control which is, in large part, skewed 

by the established terms of property. All three of the theorists of representation I have 

discussed recognise the dangers of inequality. The question which remains is how they think 

through what Marx termed the contingent inequalities of civil society, in light of their claim 

that interests cannot be said to pre-exist their representation, or articulation in performative 

claims. How we answer this question has implications for how we understand the object 
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constituted in the making of a claim, and whether or not we can objectively differentiate 

between justifiable and spurious claims. I will argue here that we must be able to do this, but 

that these theorists do not give us the conceptual vocabulary to so do. 

  

How precisely does Disch address this normative question posed originally by Marx and 

Mill, namely that inequality distorts the representative process, and that as a consequence 

there are interests which distinguish different social groups from each other? These may be 

defined in terms of wealth, of status of access to power but in all cases they presuppose that 

the interest in some sense pre-exists the representative claim. For Disch the standard notion 

of political representation is both theoretically incoherent, and empirically incongruent with 

the evidence. Disch argues that ‘…representatives…solicit and shape’ demands, that 

‘…claims to represent are quasi-peformative: such claims and the functions that follow from 

them are not just responsive to their constituents but responsible for them.’ 

 

It is this notion of responsibility that becomes the nub of the normative case in defence of 

representation which Disch will make. She continues:  

 

‘[Representations] constitute and mobilise … by the biases they tap; the identifications they 

activate, the conflicts they prioritise, and even the stereotypes they call forth. From this 

perspective it is as crucial to examine how bias forecloses serious challenge to the interest of 

dominant groups…as it is to analyse the conflicts that the system permits.’ (Disch, 2012, 608)  

 

Note here that Disch is quite happy to specify that dominant groups have interests 

(presumably prior to their representation?) From a normative point of view she argues that a 

focus on constituent effects ‘opens for analysis the impact that a system of representation has 

on the encouragement or discouragement of constituencies and on the constitution of political 

conflict.’ (Disch, 2012, 608) Put simply once a representative claim is made the claimant is 

responsible for living up to the claim, for carrying it through, even if the claim cannot be met. 

Claims constitute responsibilities for which the claimant must answer, much like a promise 

behoves one to carry out that promise, and thus to a future action. Disch thus acknowledges, 

with Mill and Marx, that the existing system permits the expression of certain conflicts, while 

silencing others.  

 

At the same time she emphasises that representatives make claims to represent by mobilising, 

constituting, and activating identifications and biases. If those who are not part of the 

dominant groups are marginalised by systemic effect then it must be the case that they have 

interests which can be specified prior to the claim being made. One might put this point 

negatively: the systemic exclusion of the majority in a representative system means that 

some, the poor, do have interests, in contrast to those of the wealthy. One implication of her 

precise identification of the bias of representation in the extant political system must be that 

there are a limited range of claims which do represent the interests of the poor, or of those 

included on terms which are not exclusive. Her notion of responsibility in some sense 

acknowledges this. A representative who makes a claim to represent the interests of a 

particular constituency, let us say health workers in a hospital threatened with redundancy, 

establishes a claim which, in Disch’s words ‘is proven only in the relations and actions to 

which it gives rise.’ (Disch, 2012, 607) The point here is that there is a claim made in the past 

against which to judge the representative. Those represented moreover constituted as such by 

this claim, and that constitution as an interested group or community does not simply vanish 

when new claims are made. It is only one small step to argue that individuals and groups are 
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already constituted in this way by prior claims, claims which have ontological effects and 

which later act as the basis on which other claims may or may not be recognised.  

 

Claims then do have ontological effects as these theorists claim. However, these effects are 

rarely, if ever, wholly new. They always negotiate a highly complex, sedimented lifeworld, 

configured by a set of perceived interests and claims with objective force. There is always a 

resistance, a weight, to existing material conditions. These set the terms on which claims may 

be recognised by an audience, but also act as claims on the present. Here we get to the nub of 

a distinction raised by Saward, between what he terms object effects, which are the result of 

representative claims and the referent. The referent on Saward’s own terms ‘‘expresses the 

sheer materiality of people and things, versus the constructions of meaning that different 

actors, perspectives and claims may place upon them.’ (Saward) What status do we give to 

what I have termed the sedimented materiality, which once may have appeared as a claim, 

but which now constitutes the terrain on which representative claims are made? In what sense 

does this sedimented reality resemble what Saward terms the referent, and if this is what he 

means by the sheer materiality of people and things surely that sheer materiality limits the 

forms of representative claim that may be made, placing objective constraints on the language 

and the descriptions that have any purchase on the world in which the claims are made. This 

has a bearing too on what Saward terms his descriptivism. Scrupulous in his insistence that he 

is avoiding any normative claims, for the present, in order merely to describe representative 

claim making Saward must thus commit himself to the possibility of a language which is 

more than merely the making of a claim. He must at very least be committed to the idea that 

there is a proliferation of such claims, that this is referentially the case, and that his is an 

accurate description of this world. If he is committed to a descriptive language for his own 

theoretical account, it is odd that he will not admit of this possibility in relation to claims. 

Claims surely have a bearing on the world they describe, not simply in constituting what 

comes to be a claim, but also in representing interests that already exist.   

 

Why is this important? Let me return to Disch’s normativity. Disch identifies systemic effects 

which privilege the wealthy. How do these structure representative democracy - most 

obviously through the disproportionate financial power wielded by wealthy corporate 

lobbyists. Perhaps more subtle though is the indirect influence that is exerted through what 

Saward might term the irreducibly material world: property. Property is not a natural 

phenomenon. It requires the human mapping and drawing of the world, a cartographic 

imaginary one might say, in which parts of the physical world are partitioned, allocated, and 

given value. The crucial point is that although property is not natural, it is naturalised. 

Property regimes –often contested, but always invoked in the name of law and order - place 

severe constraints on the types of claim that may be heard. We know that property is itself a 

claim, that it is performative, that it has to be reiterated and maintained by violence and law 

in every form that it takes. Profound inequality in the social world is founded on these legal 

institutions with material effects. Property relations are represented back to citizens as the 

natural order within which any claims they make should be framed. What Saward terms 

representative claims are always made on this pre-constituted representative terrain, a 

political imaginary in which the world is presented in such a way that it appears natural, 

appears ontologically secure, thus securing the space in which manifold representative claims 

may be made.  

 

For Disch responsiveness is a ‘complacent measure of democratic representation.’ (Disch, 

2012, 611) It focuses only on those pressures brought to bear on representatives and thus 

cannot see what is systematically excluded. These effects ‘underscore[s] a systematic bias 
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against political mobilisation to challenge inequality.’ (Disch, 2012, 611) I would not demur 

from this judgment. It is one which applies in almost every nominally democratic state. Yet 

this must entail that interests are not merely constituted through representative claims. To 

invoke inequality is to invoke an interest which is not simply established in being invoked, 

but which gains purchase from the established terms of property and wealth. It is these 

established terms which allows for the systematic abuse of interest- although of course this 

can take many forms. To put this in different terms what Disch and Saward require is a 

vocabulary which allows them to distinguish sedimented interests, established patterns of 

inequality, from the particular claims made about them, and which allows one to evaluate the 

veracity of these claims. This is not simply about audience recognition, because audiences 

can misrecognise. We do not have to hold to an epistemic account of democracy to argue that 

the poor have interests, and that these interests are not established in representative claims but 

because of systematic exclusion and inequality.  

 

Let me now turn to the specificity of the democratic claim against Disch’s account of 

representative democracy. Democratic representation is premised upon the claim that 

inequalities have no natural justification, that they are contingent, and that they undermine 

the equality intrinsic to democratic politics. They have their origin in established histories of 

injustice. We should though extend Saward’s descriptivism to make a stronger argument: the 

vocabulary of the democratic claim is in excess of any form of established representation. 

The democratic claim consists of at least three distinct elements. It is a claim, first, that the 

world as it is constituted is unjust. It takes issues with the proper form of the political order. 

This claim is, second, a demand – a demand that things should be otherwise, and that the 

terms on which the world is represented and maintained should be transformed. Last, it is an 

assertion that all are equal and have equal right to participate in both the wealth and the 

organisation of a political community. The democratic claim then has a descriptive element 

(this is how the world is), an assertoric element (this is the demand that we make) and a 

prescriptive element (we are equal and this is true despite existing inequalities.) The content 

of this democratic demand will vary depending on circumstances, but it will always appear as 

improper in relation to existing forms of order and their particular configurations of property 

and propriety.  

 

Certain implications follow from this, and they are at least initially counterintuitive. The 

democratic demand does not have a particular place or time, but is in excess of all particular 

forms of ordering space and time. This is not to say that certain forms of constitutional order 

and certain relation of production and reproduction are not more conducive to the realisation 

of these demands. However there is no final match between the democratic demand and any 

particular order of representation. Democratic demands are always in excess of any form of 

constitution, construction or representation of a democratic community. If post-Marxist 

though delivers anything to democratic theory it is not that representation constructs the 

represented, it is not that claims are only ever linguistic, it is not even that particular forms of 

order are contingent articulations of the world– although all of these points are important. 

Rather it is that any form of representation of the world will always be confronted by a world 

which is in excess of the attempts to domesticate and control this unpalatable excess which 

democracy thrives on. This excess though is not simply a result of the inevitable failure of 

signification, the by now all too familiar claim that language is contingent. It is also the case 

that language is never adequate to a world which is in excess of any attempt to domesticate 

and represent it. Excess is both linguistic and material.  
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This account of the democratic as opposed to the representative claim is in part a working out 

of what the word in fact means. The word democracy means power of the people. In itself 

this word does not qualify in advance who the people are.  All forms of political 

representation must determine who qualifies. Applied strictly this means that the democratic 

people cannot know themselves as a people, because what is always at stake is who counts as 

of the people. The democratic agent challenges forms of propriety which seek to limit, by 

defining the bounds of the proper, the role, the place and the membership of a demos. This is 

precisely the case with the representative democracies which claim the mantle of democracy, 

but in representing a particular order of necessity violate the demos. Who then are the 

democratic people? Aristotle is quite clear about this. In a democracy the poor, who are the 

majority, rule. He writes: 

 

‘Wherever men rule by reason of their wealth, whether they be few or many, that is an 

oligarchy, and where the poor rule, that is a democracy. But as a fact the rich are few and the 

poor many; for few are well to do, whereas freedom is enjoyed by all, and wealth and 

freedom are the grounds on which the oligarchical and the democratic parties respectively 

claim power in the state.’ (Aristotle, Book 3, chapter 8) 

 

Note the radical nature of this claim – democracy is rule by the poor, and the poor are always 

the majority. If combined with my initial claim, that democracy knows no qualification, then 

its thinking should extend to all excluded from our representative orders. The attempt to 

define a demos through restrictive membership, and other forms of belonging always invoke 

what might be deemed a proper politics. The demos is always an unruly excess to these 

determinations, that mob disruptive of the forms of propriety and sovereignty even when 

sovereign representation is thought as the necessary form for the mediation of an intrinsic 

plurality. While this conclusion may seem to undermine the very possibility of democratic 

agency, it is in fact its condition of possibility. An agent which was already clearly 

demarcated, whose identity was already determined in advance of democratic intervention 

would not in fact be a democratic agent, but would merely fulfil a role already prepared for  

it. One might argue that this precisely the case with the representative democracies which 

have claimed the mantle of democracy in contemporary society. This tension was present 

even in the Athenian polis. One could only be counted as a citizen of Athens if already listed 

as a citizen of one of the ten demes of Athens.  The democratic citizen was a divided subject, 

on the one hand defined by membership of a particular deme – and marked out as such during 

debates- on the other the subject of a demos which entailed a universalising moment in 

excess of these particulars. The relationship between deme and demos is not an incidental 

problem, to be overcome once democracy is properly realised. Rather it points to a problem 

inherent to the very idea of the people as the democratic agent. There is no principle adequate 

to the people, no qualification which allows us to name and demarcate the people. Urbinati is 

correct then to distinguish the formation of opinion and will from judgement. She is correct 

too, to insist that the demos is never finally realised in the forms in which it is represented, 

that judgement is best exercised at distance from the expression of democratic will. However, 

she is correct for the wrong reasons: the demos is always in excess of any proper 

representation, and it is not constituted as the complement to liberal representative 

institutions. Instead, it avows one claim, repeatedly, which does not require institutional form 

to find an expression, which is in fact constantly violated by these terms of expression: we 

are equal.  


